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Frontlist
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I. Fiction
Dorothee Elmiger, Out of the Sugar Factory

Topic: traces of money, biographies, complexity of the world
Setting: various countries
Time: various centuries
Protagonists: various individuals
272 pages, publication in August 2020 by Hanser

Synopsis
If the connections between world events should suddenly be wiped out, we would be grateful to
find Dorothee Elmiger’s book to help us understand what happened in the past. Its subject: the
cycles of capital, labour and lust. Its form: a journal full of observations, surveys and investigations.
My skills never end is the slogan on the T-shirt of a worker receiving his wages. Switzerland’s first
lottery millionaire stands on the beach of a Caribbean island looking out to sea. At night, goats
crowd around the writer’s bed. Dorothee Elmiger tracks down money and desire through the
centuries and the world. She writes biographies of mystics, the insatiable, gamblers, orgiasts and
colonialists, studies the routes of ships on the Atlantic, records dreams and cases of ecstasy and
madness. Out of the Sugar Factory documents this research in a text that opens our eyes to the
complexity of the world.
About the author
Dorothee Elmiger was born in 1985, and lives and works in Zurich. Her debut novel Einladung an die
Waghalsigen (Invitation to the Bold of Heart) was published in 2010, followed by the novel
Schlafgänger (Sleep Shifters) in 2014, both by DuMont. Her texts have been translated into different
languages and adapted for the stage. Dorothee Elmiger has been awarded numerous prizes,
including the Aspects Literature Prize for the best German-language prose debut, the Rauris
Literature Prize, a sabbatical from the city of Zurich, the Erich Fried Prize and the Swiss Literature
Prize.

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Beatrix Kramlovsky, Fanny or The White Country

Topic: World War One, war captivity, escape, trauma, loss,
homesickness
Setting: Siberia
Time: 1920s
Protagonist: Prisoner of war Karl
272 pages, publication in October 2020 by hanserblau

Synopsis
A story of great yearning set in Siberia’s merciless landscape.
Karl has been a prisoner of war in Siberia since 1914, fighting hunger and cold. He longs for home
and wants nothing more than to return to his beloved Fanny in Vienna, almost ten thousand
kilometres away. In May 1918, the time finally comes: Karl and his brother Viktor flee together to
the west.
Beatrix Kramlovsky tells the story of forgotten POWs of the Great War – artists, locksmiths and
dreamers who were only kept alive by love. And of how a merciless landscape can take everything
from people except their humanity.
About the author
Beatrix Kramlovsky was born 1954 in Upper Austria and lives as an artist and writer in Lower
Austria. She studied languages and has published short stories, poems and novels. A period of
living in East Berlin (1987-1991) led to a publication ban of her work in the GDR. She has been
awarded numerous prizes and scholarships. In addition to travelling extensively, Beatrix Kramlovsky
loves working in her large garden. In 2019 her novel Die Lichtsammlerin was published by
hanserblau.

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Thilo Krause, Down the Elbe

Topic: feelings of familiarity and alienation, homecoming, origin
Setting: Switzerland
Time: present
Protagonists: young couple
208 pages, publication in August 2020 by Hanser

Synopsis
How do you come to terms with the place you grew up in when it feels foreign to you?
After years away, a young couple returns to the strange rocky landscape of the Sächsische Schweiz.
The desire to start afresh in the place where they spent their childhoods puts them on a collision
course with their home town and leads to a new feeling of alienation. What happens to the
individual in a society which rejects everything that’s different?
Is it just homesickness that has driven them back? The narrator keeps it a secret from his girlfriend
Christina, also he feels guilty towards Vito, the school friend who lost a leg during a climbing trip
together. He now returns to this place, recalling formative moments in his life: the accident, the
public shaming at school during the raising of the socialist flag, his decision to break away. But his
first attempt at reconciliation fails.
Thilo Krause’s debut novel tells the story of a couple returning to a setting that feels foreign to
them. He casts his eye across a landscape of apple trees and Elbe meadows, but also neo-Nazi
summer camps. Ultimately, the couple’s fresh start is threatened by the distrust of the villagers. A
powerful novel about Germany and the times we live in.
About the author
Thilo Krause was born in Dresden in 1977 and lives in Zurich. In 2012 he received the Swiss
Literature Award for his debut Und das ist alles genug (And All of That’s Enough), the Clemens
Brentano Prize of the city of Heidelberg in 2016 and the ZKB Schiller Prize. In 2018, Hanser
published his book of poems Worüber wir reden, wenn es gewittert, for which he was awarded the
Peter Huchel Prize.

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Rolf Lappert, To Live is an Irregular Verb

Topic: commune of social drop-outs, lost childhood, adoption, fates
Setting: Germany
Time: 1980, present
Protagonists: Frida, Ringo, Leander and Linus
976 pages, publication in August 2020 by Hanser

Synopsis
What a story! The writer of Nach Hause schwimmen (Swimming Home) has produced his opus
magnum.
A back-to-nature commune in the 1980s. The authorities discover four children who are growing up
sheltered from the outside world. From that day on, the four friends don’t see each other again for
decades. This major novel is about friendship and loss, and the comfort that memories can offer.
The ‘Children of Kampstedt Marsh’ are shot to fame against their will, and their fates are reduced to
media headlines. But Frida, Ringo, Leander and Linus are people who have their own stories.
Catapulted from their isolated lives into reality, they first stare around in amazement. Soon they are
living the most different lives imaginable: either in a foster home or at boarding school, on an island
or up in the mountains, feeling hatred and love. How will these castaways find their way in the
world? Is the past ever really over? What can crush someone who was once happy? In his highly
unique, tender and laconic tone, Rolf Lappert tells a story about leaving childhood behind without
ever actually escaping it.
About the author
Rolf Lappert was born in Zurich in 1958 and lives in Switzerland. He trained as a graphic designer
and later founded a jazz club, then worked from 1996 to 2004 as a scriptwriter. In 2008, Hanser
published his novel, Nach Hause schwimmen (Swimming Home), which was nominated for the
German Book Prize that year and won the Swiss Book Prize. Hanser also published his novel Auf den
Inseln des letzten Lichts (Islands of the Dying Light, 2010,) his Young Adult book Pampa Blues
(2012) and Über den Winter (2015) which was also nominated for the German Book Prize.

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Ronya Othmann, The Summer

Topic: Syria, Yazidi, home, war, ISIS
Setting: Germany, North Syria
Time: present
Protagonist: teenager Leyla
288 pages, publication in August 2020 by Hanser

Synopsis
A novel filled with tenderness and anger at a world torn in two.
The village is in northern Syria, near the border to Turkey. Leyla spends every summer there. She
knows its smells and tastes. She knows its stories. She knows where the villagers’ suitcases are
hidden in case they have to escape again. Urgently and poignantly, as if her eyes were wide open,
Ronya Othmann’s debut novel tells the story of living in the face of annihilation. Only to defy it.
Leyla’s parents are German and Yazidi. She spends lesson time sitting in her secondary school in
Munich, and the summer holidays sitting on the earthy floor of her grandparents’ house in a Yazidi
village. Leyla is familiar with the outline of Kurdistan, and the shape of the female student she
loves. She clicks through pictures of war-torn Aleppo the assassination of the Yazidi by ISIS, and
alongside these, carefree photos of her German friends’ everyday lives. Leyla will soon have to
make a decision.
About the author
Ronya Othmann was born in 1993 in Munich and studied at the German Institute for Literature in
Leipzig. She has received the MDR Literature Prize, the Caroline Schlegel Sponsorship Award in the
category of essay, the Open Mike Poetry Prize, and the audience prize of the Ingeborg Bachmann
Literature Award. In 2018, she was on the jury of the International Film Festival in Duhok in the
autonomous region of Kurdistan, Iraq. Together with Cemile Sahin, she writes the column
“OrientExpress” for the taz which covers Middle-Eastern politics.

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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II. Non-Fiction
Melisa Erkurt, Generation Haram
Why Schools Have to Learn to Give Everyone a Voice

Topic: school, educational system, culture clash, migration
192 pages, publication in August 2020 by Zsolnay

Synopsis
Now it's losers' turn to talk! The journalist and teacher Melisa Erkurt gives a voice to those who are
not heard in the school system. A change of perspective in the debate on education.
Melisa Erkurt and her parents moved to Austria from Bosnia when she was a child. She studied and
now works as a teacher and journalist. She’s made it – but she’s an exception. Because at the end
of a school year, she knows that the majority of her pupils will never speak German well enough to
change their fate – and their fate is predetermined. A generation of children is growing up in
Austria and Germany without language or self-esteem, and to whom no one listens to because they
cannot articulate themselves. While others discuss »culture clash« in the classroom, Melisa Erkurt
lends her voice to the losers of the educational system. It is not these pupils who need to change,
but the school system which needs to break new ground.
About the author
Melisa Erkurt was born in Sarajevo in 1991. She was a chief reporter at biber magazine and led the
biber »Newcomer« project in Vienna’s inner-city schools for three years. Erkurt taught at a Viennese
secondary school and since September 2019, she has been an ORF editor in the domestic policy
section. She writes a weekly column in the Falter and one for the taz called Nachsitzen.

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Bernward Gesang, A Cool Head
On the Benefits of Philosophy for the Climate Debate

Topic: climate change, development policy
272 pages, publication in September 2020 by Hanser

Synopsis
Abstention and prohibition? Or responsibility and solidarity? – The philosophical dimension of the
climate debate
To stop global warming, we must change the way we live. But this raises some very fundamental
questions: what restrictions and prohibitions are permissible in a free society? Aren’t poor countries
entitled to prosperity as well? Why don’t we talk about nuclear power or population policy? En
route to an ecological society, many political, moral and ethical questions, which have been
debated by philosophers since antiquity, have to be answered.
Bernward Gesang takes up the role of the philosopher in the climate debate. He uncovers errors and
contradictions that prevent real change. Is eating meat a complete no-go? Don’t we need to invest
much more money in developing countries? Gesang’s philosophical reflections lead back to the
questions of everyday politics – and he provides well-founded answers.
About the author
Bernward Gesang was born in 1968, studied philosophy in Bonn and Münster and qualified as a
professor in 2000 Düsseldorf, where he took up a professorship in 2006. Since 2009 he has been
teaching at the University of Mannheim and leads the philosophy department with a focus on
business ethics. His most recent publications include Wirtschaftsethik und Menschenrechte
(Business Ethics and Human Rights, UTB, 2016) and Darf ich das oder muss ich sogar? (Piper, 2017).

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Stefan Laube, People and Their Things
A History of Civilisation, Told Through 64 Objects

Topic: history of civilisation, art history, relics of mankind
512 pages, publication in September 2020 by Hanser

Synopsis
64 objects, 64 stories.
To understand a person, you have to understand the objects that are important to them. Everyday
things, works of art and religious objects reveal much about similarities and differences that
connect and separate people in space and time. Berlin’s museums contain a vast number of works
of art and objects from every era and region in the world: Stefan Laube has selected 64 of them to
tell the story of human civilisation.
It starts with the four elements – a hand axe, a fountain, a fire mask, a wind harp – and leads to the
art of storage, whether using clay or hard drives. For each topic, Laube juxtaposes four objects from
different times and culture. It’s a game that keeps you reading and making new discoveries.
About the author
Stefan Laube was born in 1964, studied history, art history and philosophy in Munich and now
works at the Humboldt University in Berlin and the Herzog August Library in Wolfenbüttel. He lives
in Berlin. His most recent publications were Objekte im Duett. Streifzüge durch Berliner Museen
(Berlin, 2019); Von der Reliquie zum Ding. Kirche, Wunderkammer, Museum (Berlin, 2011) and Das
Lutherhaus – eine Museumsgeschichte (Leipzig, 2003).

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Anna Mayr, The Ones Who Suffer

Topic: unemployment, social welfare, image of society
208 pages, publication in August 2020 by Hanser Berlin

Synopsis
When Anna Mayr was still a child, she was already unemployed. She left poverty in the past –
something that most of her class fail to manage, and which is by no means simply fate. This book
shows why.
“Lazy.” “Uneducated.” “Apathetic.” “Your own fault.” As the child of long-term unemployed
parents, Anna Mayr knows how wrong prejudices such as these are. But this didn’t protect her from
the reality of living on Hartz IV, which was accompanied by constant money worries and the feeling
of not belonging. She used to be ashamed that her parents didn’t have jobs. Today, she knows that
our society needs people like them: as scarecrows of poverty, assuring everyone else that they are
doing the right thing – namely by having jobs. In her fierce book, which puts forward a strong
hypothesis, Mayr shows why we need to rethink the history of work: as a history of unemployment.
What would a world look like in which we no longer need the poor to give meaning to our lives.
About the author
Anna Mayr was born in 1993 in a town on the outskirts of the Ruhr area. She studied geography
and literature in Cologne, has written for a tabloid and worked as a German teacher. With the
Correctiv team, she was nominated for the Nannen Prize and the Reporter Prize in 2018. Today she
is a journalist in the politics section of ZEIT and lives in Berlin.

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Zeina Nassar, Dream Big

How I Triumphed Against All the Odds as a Boxer

Topic: boxing, emancipation, competition
208 pages, publication in September 2020 by hanserblau

Synopsis
Anything is possible if you fight for it – a young woman steps into the ring.
At the age of thirteen, Zeina Nassar already knew she wanted to box. Because she refuses to take
off her headscarf in the ring, she isn´t allowed to take part in competitions for a long time. But
Zeina won´t be dictated to; she forges her own path. Her parents, who are from Lebanon, don´t
want her to box? Zeina convinces them with a fifteen-minute lecture. The German dress code at
competitions doesn´t allow religious women like Zeina to box in a headscarf? Then the regulations
have to change. On an international level, women are not allowed to enter the ring wearing hijab?
Then the rule has to be abolished. Zeina is not just an exceptional sportswoman; the sociology
student travels around the world as an ambassador for education and fights internationally for
equal rights. Proof of where a woman´s willpower can take her: in her compelling and inspiring
memoir, Zeina writes for the first time about her struggles and setbacks. And about the importance
of never losing sight of your goal.
About the author
Zeina Nassar, born in 1998 in Berlin, has been boxing since she was fourteen. She lives in Berlin and
studies sociology in Potsdam as a scholarship-holder of the Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes.
Since 2018 she has also been on tour with the Maxim Gorki Theater play Stören.

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Bert Rebhandl, Jean-Luc Godard
The Permanent Revolutionary

Topic: film director Jean-Luc Godard
272 pages, publication in October 2020 by Zsolnay

Synopsis
"I'm a legend!" says Jean-Luc Godard - Bert Rebhandls complete portrayal of the revolutionary of
cinema. On 9 December, Godard, director of Breathless, celebrates his 90th birthday.
In 1960, he was the biggest pop star of cinema: the premiere of "Breathless" (with Jean Seberg and
Jean-Paul Belmondo) took place. The following year his wedding to Anna Karina featured on the
covers of glossy magazins, and his films attracted all kinds of hipsters before the term was widely
used. Then came 1968, and for Jean-Luc Godard, a process of permanent cinematic revolution
began, one that has caused a stir and material for debate to the present day. His thought-provoking
imagery puts him on an intellectual par with Jean-Paul Sartre. In this book, the story of Godard’s
exciting life and his cinematic work are told together.
A unique European figure in a long-overdue comprehensive volume.
About the author
Bert Rebhandl born 1964 in Upper Austria, is one of the most distinguished German-language film
critics. He writes mainly for the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. and the Standard. He has produced
books about Orson Welles, the Western (as an editor), the TV series Seinfeld and The Third Man.
The Rediscovery of a Classic Film. He lives in Berlin.

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Josef H. Reichholf, Dogs and Their Humans
How the Wolf Domesticated Itself and Us

Topic: relationship between dogs and humans
224 pages, publication in August 2020 by Hanser

Synopsis
They once lived freely like wolves – they were wolves. At some point, however, they became closer
to people. Ten thousand generations later they have evolved into dogs, special creatures that are
our mirror.
Josef Reichholf explores one of the oldest relationships in human history: the friendship between
dog and human. In a style typical of his scientific prose, he combines personal stories with current
research on the biology and evolution of the dog. Were wolves really domesticated by humans – or
did dogs evolve by themselves? How can the special relationship between dogs and humans, a pet
owned by nearly 10 million households in Germany, be explained? Entertaining and with
professional expertise, Reichholf goes in search of answers and reveals some fascinating facts for
all those who want to understand their dog and themselves a little better.
About the author
Josef H. Reichholf was born in 1945, is an evolutionary biologist and ecologist, was the former head
of the vertebrate department of the Zoological State Collection Munich and has taught ecology and
nature conservation at the Technical University Munich. He is the recipient of the Treviranus Medal,
the highest award given by the Association of German Biologists. In 2007 he received the Sigmund
Freud Prize for Scientific Prose from the German Academy of Language and Poetry. In 2010, his
bestseller Rabenschwarze Intelligenz was awarded the title Science Book of the Year. His most
recent publications were Schmetterlinge. Warum sie verschwinden und was das für uns bedeutet
(2018) and Das Leben der Eichhörnchen (2019).

Kontakt: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Tel: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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III. Children’s Books
Tobias Elsäßer, Play

Topic: dystopia, self-determination, social media, roadmovie
Setting: various
Time: future
Protagonist: young adult Jonas
272 pages, publication in September 2020 by Hanser
From age 14

Synopsis
Your life belongs to you, not an app! A book about freedom, friendship, love and free will in times
of Social Media.
What would you do if an app could predict your future? You enter your data, give it access to your
social media channels and it tells you what course your life is going to take. Jonas refuses to accept
the result. He’s just finished school and is impatient to start his own life. When the app predicts
that he’ll make the same mistakes as his loathed father, he decides to out-trick fate and be
unpredictable. Together with Sun, a complete stranger, he hitchhikes north in search of adventure.
This feisty girl teaches him to take his life into his own hands. But Sun has a plan of her own.
About the author
Tobias Elsäßer, born in 1973, is a writer, musician and songwriter. First, he worked as a singer in
the music industry before publishing his debut novel Die Boygroup in 2004, which is based on his
own experiences. Today he writes and composes, as well as runs writing and songwriting
workshops. His children’s and young adult novels have received numerous awards, and he received
a grant from the German Literaturfonds for Play. He lives in Stuttgart.

Contact: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Phone: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Dirk Pope, Quiet!

Topic: divorce, social exclusion, friendship, silent protest
Setting: school
Time: present
Protagonist: teenagers Mariella and Stan
192 pages, publication in August 2020 by Hanser
From age 13

Synopsis
Sometimes you just have to keep your mouth shut so that everything turns out fine. A plea for quiet
in noisy times – Dirk Pope about a deep friendship between two admirable teenagers.
Mariella does not talk: not to her mother, not to her father, not to the goldfish, the teachers or her
classmates. Because her parents have broken up. Because nobody tries to understand her. And
because people talk too much anyway. The louder it gets around her, the quieter she becomes.
Mariella’s silence rubs people up the wrong way and presents a real challenge. It’s not OK to be
different from everyone else. But luckily there’s Stan, a deaf boy who accepts Mariella the way she
is. With his help, Mariella discovers her own language. The encounter between the two encourages
them to be just as they are – and ultimately to raise their voices.
About the author
Dirk Pope was born in 1969 and worked as a creative in the advertising industry for more than ten
years before deciding to finish his teacher training. Since 2010, he has worked as a German and
sports teacher alongside his writing. His debut Idiotensicher (Hanser, 2015) received critical acclaim
and his second book Abgefahren (Hanser) was nominated for the German Children’s Literature
Award in 2019. Dirk Pope lives with his family in Frankfurt am Main.

Contact: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Phone: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Jutta Richter, Miss Cloudsy and the World Behind the
World

Topic: Miss Cloudsy as Marry Poppins, nocturnal fabulous creatures
Setting: home
Time: nighttime
Protagonists: Merle and Moritz
144 pages, publication in September 2020 by Hanser
From age 9

Synopsis
The exciting finale of the Miss Cloudsy-Trilogy by Jutta Richter.
The siblings Merle and Moritz miss their father very much. It’s been almost a year since he left with
his travelling bag in his hand. But he didn’t take his hat with him – his hat of all things, which is
supposed to protect him! But Merle and Moritz are very sure that their father is coming back. And
he will believe them when they tell him what they’ve experienced and that Miss Cloudsy has
disappeared without a trace. Into the eerie night-time realm of Murkelania that begins on the other
side of the door. Where the bug army is up to its mischief and the white treacherous cat smiles slyly.
Where the hallways are red and blue and there’s a talking orphaned fox. Yes, with their father by
their side, they’ll venture once more into Murkelania and finally solve the mystery of Miss Cloudsy!
About the author
Jutta Richter was born in 1955, received the German Children’s Literature Award for Der Tag, als ich
lernte, die Spinnen zu zähmen (Hanser, 2000) and the Catholic Children’s and Young Adult’s Book
Prize for Hechtsommer (Hanser, 2004). Hanser most recently published Frau Wolle und der Duft von
Schokolade (2018) and Frau Wolle und das Geheimnis der chinesischen Papierschirmchen (2019).
Jutta Richter lives in Münsterland.

Jutta Richter,
Miss Cloudsy and the Secret of
the Chinese Paper Parasols
(Part 2)

Jutta Richter,
Miss Cloudsy and the Scent of
Chocolate
(Part 1)

Contact: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Phone: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Henrike Wilson, The Little NO Piggo

Topic: a No saying piglet
Setting: kindergarten
Time: present
Protagonist: Piggo
32 pages, publication in August 2020 by Hanser
From age 3

Synopsis
Everyone should be allowed to have a day of saying no! A book for all those angry kids who say
‘No!’ to everything and their exasperated parents with animated illustrations by Henrike Wilson.
NO! Piggo doesn’t want to get up! It’s cosy and warm in bed. That’s how it all starts. Because
Piggo has to get up. At least that’s what Mum says. And get dressed. And eat his porridge. And
brush his teeth. But Piggo doesn’t want to. Not one little bit. No! No! No! Mum can say whatever
she wants and scold Piggo as much as she wants. But Mum keeps quiet and puts Piggo on the back
of her bike. Without his jacket and gumboots. They arrive at kindergarten much too late. And then
Mum leaves again very quickly. Piggo’s tummy is rumbling and he’s cold too. Saying no today isn’t
any fun at all! Will Mum come back soon? Yes, there she is! And finally, she takes Piggo into her
arms!
About the author
Henrike Wilson was born in Cologne in 1961 where she studied graphic design and painting, as well
as in the USA. Today she is a freelance illustrator in Berlin. For Hanser, she has illustrated the
picture books Der kleine Weihnachtsmann, Das Schaf Charlotte (Brave Charlotte) and Kleine
Schusselhexe. The New York Times named Brave Charlotte one of the best-illustrated books of
2005. Henrike Wilson has also illustrated books by Rafik Schami and Jostein Gaarder for Hanser.

Contact: Sibylle Seidel / Medienagentur / Kleiner Kielort 3-5 / 20144 Hamburg
Phone: 0049 40 41495349 / seidel@medienagenturseidel.de
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Lisa Fittko, Escape Through the Pyrenees
Topic: exile, period of national socialism, memoir
Setting: the French-Spanish Pyrenees
Time: 1940/1941
288 pages, published in January 1985 by Hanser
Translated into Croatian, English, French, Italian, Japanese, Spanish
Synopsis
Though it reads like a suspense novel, this memoir is Lisa Fittko's
extraordinary story of life as an "enemy alien" in France before and
after the German invasion of 1940. Escaping a French prison, Fittko
and her husband found their way to the Pyrenees and, while awaiting permission to enter Spain,
helped hundreds of refugees, including Walter Benjamin, escape deportation, torture, and death at
the hands of the Nazis.

René Freund, Love Among Fishes
Topic: love, behavioral research
Setting: Austria and Germany
Time: 21st century
208 pages, published in January 2013 by Zsolnay
Translated into Italian, Georgian, Russian, Spanish
Synopsis
Fred Firneis, a sensationally successful and widely-read poet, is burnt
out after too many alcohol-saturated years on the frontline of
literature. His publisher, Susanne Beckmann, runs her cash-cow to earth in his Berlin-Kreuzberg
apartment and dispatches him to a wooden shack deep in the Austrian Alps. In Grünbach-am-See
there is neither electricity nor mobile reception and Firneis gradually begins to regain his strength.
But then this rural paradise is disrupted by the arrival of Mara, a Slovakian biologist who is writing
her doctoral thesis on the minnow, a fascinating and sociable little fish, and before long Fred finds
himself taking great interest in all the nuances of the creature’s biology, behaviour and psychology
– but most of all in Mara herself. An offbeat alpine comedy with a dramatic climax in Berlin; fastpaced, surprising and highly entertaining.
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René Freund, To the Sea
Topic: road trip, carpe diem, love, friendship
Setting: Austria, Italy
Time: present
Protagonists: various, young and elderly
144 pages, published in May 2018 by Zsolnay
Synopsis
Anton, a bus driver who ferries schoolchildren and other passengers
from the villages to the city year in, year out, is having a pretty bad
day. He has recently fallen in love with his neighbour Doris. But the
previous night he heard a man coughing on her balcony. On top of this, Carla, a passenger suffering
from cancer, boards the bus saying that she wants to see the sea for the last time – right now. It’s
hot, and thoughts race through Anton’s head. Courage is not one of his virtues, but didn’t Doris
said she likes a man who take risks? Shortly afterwards, he makes an announcement over the
tannoy: “We’re heading for the sea.”A heart-warming story about the light and heavy aspects of
life, and how you sometimes have to stake everything on one roll of the dice.

Monika Helfer, The Riff-raff
Topic: origin, family history, outsider
Setting austrian village
Time: during the 1st World War
Protagonists: Josef and Maria Moosbrugger and their family
160 pages, publication in February 2020 by Hanser
Translated into Chinese, Danish, Dutch, French, Finnish, Hebrew,
Italian, Norwegian, Spanish
Synopsis
This novel is a powerful and poignant portrait of a woman and mother at the beginning of the
twentieth century. Monika Helfer tells the story of her own origins, of a family that is only ever
referred to by everyone as the “riff-raff”.
Josef and Maria Moosbrugger live with their children on the outer edges of a mountain village, far
away from the other inhabitants. They are outsiders, marginalised, poverty-stricken – the riff-raff. It
is the time of the First World War, when Josef is drafted into the army. It is the time when Maria
and her children are left behind and become dependent on the protection of the mayor. It is the
time when Georg from Hanover comes to the area, a man who is not only beautiful and speaks High
German, but who one day also knocks on Maria’s door. And it is the time when Maria gets pregnant
with Grete, the baby of the family, with whom Josef will never speak a word: the mother of Monika
Helfer.
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Michael Köhlmeier, Two Gentlemen on the Beach
Topic: Churchill, Chaplin
Setting: USA, England
Time: 20th century
256 pages, published in August 2018 by Hanser
Translated into Arabic, Czech, Dutch, English, French, Serbian and
Slovenian, Italian

Synopsis
Two solitary gentlemen walk the beach, deep in discussion. Charlie Chaplin and Winston Churchill –
two leviathans of world history –were as different as chalk and cheese, yet the impoverished tramp
and the great statesman became close friends. One became the greatest comedian in history, the
other lead his country through the war against Adolf Hitler. With the unerring eye of the first class
imaginative raconteur, Michael Köhlmeier recognized what this incredible couple represents:
nothing less than the complete history of the 20th century, spanning art and politics, comedy and
tragedy.

Pascal Mercier, The Weight of Words
Topic: love of literature and language, stroke of fate, goals in life
Setting: London, Triest
Time: present
Protagonist: translator Simon Leyland
576 pages, publication in January 2020 by Hanser
Translated into Dutch, Finnish, Turkish, Arabic, Korean, Slovak

Synopsis
After an interval of several years, Pascal Mercier has once again written a great novel. The Weight
of Words is about the freedom that literature gives us and explores the question of how free we are
in the choices we make in our lives.
Since his childhood, Simon Leyland has been fascinated by languages. In defiance of his parents, he
becomes a translator and single-mindedly pursues his goal of learning all the languages spoken
around the Mediterranean. From London he follows his wife Livia to Triest, where she has inherited
a publishing house. In this city of important literary figures he believes he has found the ideal place
for his work – until a medical error throws him off course. However, this apparent catastrophe turns
out to be a turning point and an opportunity to once again completely reinvent his life. Yet again,
Pascal Mercier has succeeded in writing a philosophical novel as haunting as The Night Train to

Lisbon.
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